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example: predicting cell cycle from morphometry
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Our results indicate that reconstructing biological processes is
possible for a wide variety of image data, if enough samples are
available. Although generally lower-throughput in terms of the
number of cells processed, conventional microscopy is nevertheless still high-throughput and can usually provide higher
resolution images than IFC. Furthermore, given that multispectral methods are advancing rapidly, imaging mass spectrometry is allowing dozens of labeled channels to be acquired20, 21.
Due to its basic structure and high ﬂexibility, a deep learning
framework like the one presented here can accommodate a large
increase in the number of available channels.
We acknowledge discussions with the authors of related work,
which became available as a preprint just before publication of the
present paper22.
Methods

In the data set of 32,266 Jurkat cells, labeling is based on two ﬂuorescent stains:
propidium iodine (PI) to quantify each cell’s DNA content and the mitotic protein
monoclonal #2 (MPM2) antibody to identify cells in mitotic phases. These
stains allow each cell to be labeled through a combination of algorithmic segmentation, morphology analysis of the ﬂuorescence channels, and user inspection5.
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Note that 97.78% of samples in the data set belong to one of the interphase classes
Fig. 6 Reconstruction of disease progression in diabetic retinopathy. a tSNE G1, S, and G2. The strong class imbalance in the data set is related to the fact that
application to progression of diabetic retinopathy
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Recent advances in deep learning have shown that deep neural networks are
able to learn powerful feature representations23–26. Based on the widely used
The unsupervised detection of a discrete cluster of abnormal “Inception” architecture25, we developed the “DeepFlow” architecture, which is
optimized for the relatively small input dimensions of IFC data. DeepFlow consists
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CV)network in 13 three-layer “dual-path” modules (Supplementary Fig. 3), which process and
learns the cluster of abnormal cells independently of the cell- aggregate visual information at an increasing scale. These 39 layers are followed by
cycle-label based training. The model is therefore not only cap- a standard convolution layer, a fully connected layer and the softmax classiﬁer.
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unbiased description of cellular state by transcriptomics

single-cell genomics is becoming big data

bulk genomics

Angerer et al,
Curr Op Sys Bio 2017

single-cell genomics
adapted from Shalek & Regev
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Entering the era of single-cell transcriptomics in
biology and medicine
Rickard Sandberg

Recent technical advances have enabled RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) in single cells. Exploratory studies
have already led to insights into the dynamics of differentiation, cellular responses to stimulation and the
stochastic nature of transcription. We are entering an era of single-cell transcriptomics that holds promise
to substantially impact biology and medicine.
Our notion of transcriptomes has been on our understanding and appreciation of Challenges in single-cell transcriptomics
forged mainly by population-level observa- cellular states, the nature of transcription Currently available single-cell RNA-seq
tions that have been the mainstream in biol- and gene regulation, and our ability to char- methods were developed with several different objectives. Full-length transcripts
ogy over the last two decades. We are used to acterize pathological states in disease.
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comparing data across entire tissues or con- Single-cell transcriptomics relies on the and transcript isoforms and also monitor
ditions. But the actual differences between reverse transcription of RNA to comple- single-nucleotide polymorphisms and muta-

Promises of single cell transcriptomics

a genetic microscope
Giladi & Amit, Nature 547, 2017
scRNAseq lineages in oligodendroglioma
Tirosh, Venteicher … Regev, Suva, Nature 2016
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→ scanpy toolbox
github.com/theislab/scanpy
Wolf et al, Genome Biology 2018

preprocessing: scRNAseq denoising using a
deep count autoencoder
idea: replace MSE cost function by adapted ZINB loss
implementation: https://github.com/theislab/dca

Figure 1. DCA denoises scRNA-seq data by learning the data manifold using
Eraslanan& autoencoder
Simon et al. bioRxiv 2018

DCA increases correlation structure of key regulatory genes

Figure 9. Denoising by DCA increases correlation str

and B display diffusion maps of blood development into GMP

trajectory and celltype, respectively. Abbreviations Ery, Mk, D

myeloid hematopoiesis, Paul et al, Cell 2015
Eraslan & Simon et al. bioRxiv 2018

Figure 9. Denoising by DCA increases correlation structure of key regulatory genes. Panels A
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Single-cell diffusion maps
approach: visualize cellular dynamics by
analyzing random walks between close-by cells
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example: visualizing early blood development
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MRC, Uni Cambridge
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hematopoietic development in
the mouse embryo,
single-cell qPCR of 3,934 cells

Moignard et al, Nat Biotech, 2015

example: visualizing early blood development
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example: visualizing early blood development
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whole organism lineage tree
Planaria

Which cell types / clusters exist, which
are connected?
Which paths do cells take, where do
branchings occur?
Trace gene dynamics / changes along
paths?

collab Rajewski lab
Plass & Solana et al, Science 2018
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goal: unify this!
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Diverse factors combine to create a cell’s unique identity, and computational
methods
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Inferring the lineage tree of planaria
Planaria

46 cell types,
all continuously related
collab Rajewski lab
Plass & Solana et al, Science 2018
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Big data skill gap & education
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Figure 1. DCA denoises scRNA-seq data by learning the data manifold usin

framework. Panel A depicts a schematic of the denoising process adapted from Good

» preprocessing: deep count autoencoder denoising
arrows illustrate how a corruption process, i.e. measurement noise from dropout ev
»diffusion pseudotime: understand temporal points
structure of differentiation processes

away from the data manifold (black line). The autoencoder is trained to d

mapping corrupted data points

back onto the data manifold (green arrows). Filled b

» graph abstraction: robust multi-branch analysis
corrupted data points. Empty blue points represent the data points without noise. P

with a ZINB loss function. Input is the original count matrix (pink rectan
»applications to hematopoiesis and epithelial autoencoder
gut

matrix, with dark blue indicating zero counts) and the mean matrix of the negative bi

represents the denoised output (blue rectangle). Input counts, mean, dispersion and dr

outlook
» challenges of large-scale scRNAseq
»human cell atlas as single-cell resolved
background map for complex diseases
» data scientist education

are denoted as x, μ, θ and π. respectively.
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